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Piezoresponse force spectroscopy �PFS� has emerged as a powerful technique for probing highly
localized polarization switching in ferroelectric materials. The application of a dc bias to a scanning
probe microscope tip in contact with a ferroelectric surface results in the nucleation and growth of
a ferroelectric domain below the tip, detected though the change of local electromechanical
response. Here, we analyze the signal formation mechanism in PFS by deriving the main parameters
of domain nucleation in a semi-infinite ferroelectric semiconductor material. The effect of surface
screening and finite Debye length on the switching behavior is established. We predict that critical
domain sizes and activation barrier in piezoresponse force microscopy �PFM� is controlled by the
screening mechanisms. The relationships between domain parameters and PFM signal is established
using a linear Green’s function theory. This analysis allows PFS to be extended to address
phenomena such as domain nucleation in the vicinity of defects and local switching centers in
ferroelectrics. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2818370�

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, ferroelectric materials have attracted
much attention for electronic device applications such as
nonvolatile memories,1 ferroelectric data storage,2,3 or as a
platform for nanofabrication.4 This has stimulated a number
of theoretical and experimental studies of ferroelectric prop-
erties in low dimensional systems,5,6 including the size limit
for ferroelectricity7–9 and intrinsic switching10 in thin films,
and unusual polarization ordering in ferroelectric nanopar-
ticles and nanowires.11,12 Further progress in these fields ne-
cessitates fundamental studies of ferroelectric domain struc-
tures and dynamics and polarization-switching phenomena
on the nanoscale. In the last decade, the invention of piezo-
response force microscopy13–17 �PFM� has enabled sub-
10 nm resolution imaging of crystallographic and molecular
orientations, surface termination, and domain structures in
ferroelectric and piezoelectric materials. In materials with
switchable polarization, the smallest domain size reported to
date is 5 nm and local polarization patterning down to 8 nm
has been demonstrated.18 Finally, local electromechanical
hysteresis loop measurements �piezoresponse force spectros-
copy� have been developed,16 providing insight into local
switching behavior and mechanisms of polarization switch-
ing on the nanoscale.

The characteristic shapes of the electromechanical hys-

teresis loops in PFM and macroscopic polarization-electric
�P-E� field loops are similar, resulting in a number of at-
tempts to interpret PFM hysteresis loops in terms of macro-
scopic materials properties. However, in the macroscopic
case, the loop shape is determined by statistical characteris-
tics of collective processes in ferroelectric ceramics, single
crystals, or thin films, including reversible and irreversible
displacements of existing domain walls,19 wall interactions
with grain boundaries, defects, and strain fields, and nucle-
ation of domains20,21

Conversely, in the PFM experiment, the electric field is
highly localized in the vicinity of the atomic force micro-
scope �AFM� tip, with the maximum value achieved at the
tip-surface contact. Therefore, domain nucleation is initiated
directly below the tip, with subsequent vertical and lateral
domain growths. This scenario has been supported by numer-
ous experimental and theoretical studies of local ferroelectric
domain switching.22–26 Thus, unlike macroscopic case, PFM
experiment addresses switching on a single domain level.
The PFM hysteresis loop shape is determined by the convo-
lution of the signal generation volume and the shape of na-
scent domain. Despite the qualitative similarity between the
hysteresis loop shape in macroscopic and microscopic cases,
the fundamental mechanisms behind the loop formation are
principally different, necessitating the quantitative analysis
of local electromechanical hysteresis loop formation in PFM.

Here, we analyze the hysteresis loop formation mecha-
nisms in PFM and develop the theoretical framework for the
interpretation of the PFM hysteresis measurements. Recent
achievements in PFM and models for the interpretation of
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piezoresponse force spectroscopy �PFS� are summarized in
Sec. II. Thermodynamics of domain switching, the role of
surface screening, and finite material conductivity are ana-
lyzed in Sec. III. The relationship between geometric param-
eters of a domain and the PFM signal for ferroelectric and
ferroelectric-semiconductor is derived in Sec. IV. The experi-
mental results are briefly discussed in Sec. V, and the role of
pinning on hysteresis loop formation is considered. We also
demonstrate that PFM spectroscopy can provide information
on the local mechanism for domain nucleation and the ther-
modynamic parameters of the switching process, and discuss
the future potential of PFS to probe nanoscale ferroelectric
phenomena.

II. CURRENT RESULTS ON NANOSCALE
POLARIZATION DYNAMICS

A. Phenomenological studies of domain dynamics

PFM imaging and spectroscopy are based on the detec-
tion of bias-induced piezoelectric surface deformation.27 The
tip is brought into contact with the surface and the piezoelec-
tric response of the surface is detected as the first harmonic
component of bias-induced tip deflection. The amplitude of
piezoresponse signal defines the local electromechanical ac-
tivity of the surface, while the phase provides predominant
domain orientation, from which polarization orientation
maps �domain structure� can be reconstructed. Thus, PFM is
ideally suited for determination of static polarization distri-
butions on the �10 nm length scales and above.

Two of the key questions in understanding ferroelectric
materials are the mechanisms for polarization switching and
the role of defects, vacancies, domain walls, etc., on switch-
ing processes, i.e., polarization dynamics. A closely related
issue is the nature of the defect sites that allow domain
nucleation at low electric fields �Landauer paradox�.28 Dy-
namic behavior of polarization can be addressed by switch-
ing experiments. The application of dc bias to the PFM tip
can result in local polarization switching below the tip, thus
enabling the creation of domains. Subsequent examination of
domain structures produced by the switching event provides
the information on switching mechanism. Recent studies by
Gruverman et al. have shown that domain nucleation in
ferroelectric capacitors is always initiated at the same defect
regions;29 similarly, the grain boundaries were shown to play
an important role in domain wall pinning.30 Paruch and co-
workers have used local studies of domain growth kinetics31

and domain wall morphology32 to establish the origins of
disorder in ferroelectric materials. Dawber et al. interpreted
the nonuniform wall morphologies as evidence for skyrmion
emission during domain wall motion.33 Most recently, Agro-
nin et al. have observed domain pinning on structural
defects.34

The primary limitation of these studies of domain
growth is the large time required to perform multiple switch-
ing and imaging steps. Moreover, the information is obtained
on the domain growth initiated at a single point for different
bias conditions, thus precluding systematic studies of micro-
structure influence on domain growth process. An alternative
approach to study domain dynamics in the PFM experiment

is based on local spectroscopic measurements, in which the
domain switching and electromechanical detection are per-
formed simultaneously, yielding a local electromechanical
hysteresis loop. In-field hysteresis loop measurements were
first reported by Birk et al.35 using a scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy �STM� tip and Hidaka et al.16 using an AFM tip.
This approach was later used by several groups to probe
crystallographic orientation and microstructure effects on
switching behavior.36–41 Recently, PFM spectroscopy has
been extended to an imaging mode using an algorithm for
fast �100–300 ms� hysteresis loop measurements developed
by Jesse et al.42

The progress in experimental studies has stimulated a
parallel development of theoretical models to relate PFM
hysteresis loop parameters and materials properties. A num-
ber of such models are based on the interpretation of phe-
nomenological characteristics of PFS hysteresis loops similar
to macroscopic P-E loops, such as slope, imprint bias, coer-
cive bias, remanent response, and work of switching,43,44 as
illustrated in Fig. 1. A number of authors attempted to relate
local PFM hysteresis loops and macroscopic P-E measure-
ments, often demonstrating good agreement between the
two.45–48 Several groups combined local detection by PFM
with a uniform switching field imposed through the thin top
electrode to study polarization switching in ferroelectric ca-
pacitor structures. Spatial variability in switching behavior
was discovered by Gruverman et al. and attributed to strain49

and flexoelectric50 effects and defect regions.29,51

The rapidly growing number of experimental observa-
tions and recent developments in PFS requires understanding
not only phenomenological but also quantitative parameters
of hysteresis loops, such as numerical value of the coercive
bias, the nucleation threshold, etc. Kalinin et al.37 have ex-
tended the one-dimensional �1D� model by Ganpule et al.52

to describe PFM loop shape in the thermodynamic limit. Wu
et al. have postulated the existence of nucleation bias from
PFM loop observations,53 in agreement with theoretical stud-
ies by Abplanalp,22 Kalinin et al.,24 Emelyanov,25 and Moro-
zovska and Eliseev.26 Finally, Jesse et al.42 have analyzed
hysteresis loop shape in kinetic and thermodynamic limits
for domain formation. However, in all cases, the model was
essentially 1D, ignoring the fundamental physics of domain
formation. Here, we develop the full three-dimensional �3D�
model for hysteresis loop formation in PFM including the

FIG. 1. �a� PFM hysteresis loop. Forward and reverse coercive voltages, V+

and V−, nucleation voltages, Vc
+ and Vc

−, and forward and reverse saturation
and remanent responses, R0

+, R0
−, Rs

+, and Rs
−, are shown. The work of switch-

ing As is defined as the area within the loop. The domain structure at the
characteristic points of the forward �right� and reverse �left� branches of the
hysteresis loop is also shown. Arrows indicate the polarization direction.
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bias dependence of domain parameters and the relationship
between the PFM signal and domain geometry for a general
case of ferroelectric semiconductor for different screening
conditions on the surface.

B. Theory of domain switching in PFM

The analysis of the tip-induced domain growth process
during hysteresis loop measurements in PFS should describe
the individual stages in Fig. 2, including domain nucleation
and growth for forward bias sweep, with either reverse do-
main nucleation or shrinkage on reverse bias sweep. A num-
ber of phenomenological models have been developed based
on the classical work of Landauer,28 where domain nucle-
ation in ferroelectrics-dielectrics under a homogeneous elec-
tric field was studied. In the original work by Abplanalp,22

polarization reversal in the inhomogeneous electric field of
an AFM tip for a semiellipsoidal domain with infinitely thin
domain walls under the absence of bound charges compen-
sation is considered. The tip was modeled using a point-
charge system. It was also predicted that due to the finite
charge-surface separation, domain nucleation requires non-
zero nucleation bias. This voltage threshold for domain
nucleation in the inhomogeneous electric field of an AFM tip
was then studied by Molotskii,54 Kalinin et al.,24

Emelyanov,25 and Morozovska and Eliseev26 using a variety
of tip models, as described below.

Using Landauer model and a point-charge approxima-
tion for the electric field of an AFM tip, Molotskii23 obtained
elegant closed-form analytical expressions for the domain
size dependence on the applied voltage in the case when the
surface charges were completely compensated by the exter-
nal screening ones. Kalinin et al.24 considered the domain
nucleation allowing for the electromechanical coupling in-
side a ferroelectric medium using both the sphere-plane

model of the AFM tip and a rigorous solution for the tip-
surface indentation problem. It was shown numerically and
analytically that the domain nucleation is possible above the
threshold value of voltage applied to the tip, i.e., a potential
barrier for nucleation exists. Depending on the activation en-
ergy, the domain nucleation was classified in terms of first
and second order phase transitions. Similar results were later
obtained by Emelyanov,25 who considered the nucleation of
semiellipsoidal domains by voltage modulated AFM in ferro-
electric films within the framework of classical thermody-
namic approach. He analyzed the switching in thin films and
classified stages of the switching process and proved that
semiellipsoidal domains are unstable and transform into cy-
lindrical domains spanning the thickness of the film when
reach the bottom electrode.

Recently Morozovska and Eliseev26 have developed the
thermodynamic theory of nanodomain tailoring in thin ferro-
electrics films allowing for semiconducting properties,
screening, and size effects. The analytical results proved that
the nucleation of a cylindrical domain intergrown through
the thin film is similar to the first order phase transition.
However, the screening effect on the semiellipsoidal domain
formation in thicker films, ferroelectric hysteresis and piezo-
electric response were not considered.

Following our recent papers,55,56 here we extend the
thermodynamic theory for hysteresis loop formation in PFM,
and analyze the effects of surface screening and finite con-
ductivity of the material. These results are compared to ex-
perimental studies, elucidating role of kinetic effects and pin-
ning on domain formation.

III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF
NANOSCALE POLARIZATION REVERSAL

A. Ambient conditions and screening mechanisms

Theoretical description of domain formation with local
probe under ambient conditions should take into consider-
ation the layer of adsorbed water �meniscus� located below
the tip apex,26,54 and, more generally, the dynamic and static
surface charging and screening phenomena.57–59 In recent
studies, the role of these charges on polarization dynamics in
PFM has been illustrated.60–62 Hence, here we assume for
generality that region between the tip apex and domain sur-
face has effective dielectric permittivity, �e. The polarization
reversal on the domain face may be accompanied by several
mechanisms of surface recharging up to value �S, different
from the initial charge �S

0=−PS, including the following.

�a� Screening by ambient charges on the free surface. This
process is relatively slow ��10 min� and is limited by
the kinetics of the mass exchange in the vicinity of the
sample.58,59

�b� Surface charging/electrochemical reactions in the ad-
sorbed water layer at high voltages. The presence of
this surface charge on an oxide surface in ambient is a
well-known phenomenon, as confirmed by charge re-
tention and diffusion on nominally conductive surfaces
upon contact electrification or under lateral
biasing.63–65

FIG. 2. Domain evolution with bias dependence for materials with different
pinning strengths. �a� Time dependence of voltage and �b� schematics of
hysteresis loop. �c� Schematics of the domain growth process. In the purely
thermodynamic case �dashed arrows�, the domain shrinks with decreased
voltage �path 3− �2− �1 in �b��. To account for a realistic loop, the do-
main size does not change on 3–4 and a domain of opposite polarity nucle-
ates on paths 4–6. At point 6, antiparallel domain walls annihilate.
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�c� In the absence of tip-surface charge transfer, the tip-
induced field effect in materials with finite conductivity
can result in surface recharging up to value �S��S

0.
This mechanism is active when either the tip is covered
by an oxide or tip-surface dielectric gap exists and di-
rect tip-surface charge transfer is impossible.

Complementary to surface screening is the screening of
the domain wall in the bulk.66 The screening charge is con-
centrated in a thin layer around the semiellipsoidal domain
apex allowing for bend bending and strong field effects in the
vicinity of oppositely charged domain wall. Captured
charges, �b, screen the spontaneous polarization, +PS, and
thus partially compensate the strong depolarization field in
the system. The screening effect of the moving domain wall
is corroborated by numerous experimental facts proving that
neighboring domains in dense array do not interact signifi-
cantly during their formation, reorientation, and storage.67

Depending on the domain shape, �b�z� distribution is differ-
ent for an oblate or spikelike domain apex.

Here we assume that the average surface charge density
on the surface, ��S=�S−�S

0 has the form

��S = ��S + PS, �x2 + y2 � r

0, �x2 + y2 � r ,
� �1�

i.e., screening is dominated by polarization switching. In the
general case, −PS��S� PS. When the charge compensation
mechanism on the surface and around the domain wall mov-
ing in the bulk are the same, screening charge distribution
	�b�z�	� on the domain sidewall � is equal to −�PS

+�S�nz�z�, where nz is z-component of the domain outer nor-
mal, n, allowing for the initial screening charge �S

0=−PS

conservation. In general case they are different, from com-
pletely unscreened �e.g., rigid dielectric� to the full screen-
ing, i.e., −2PSnz�z�� 	�b�z�	��0 �ferroelectric-
semiconductor with small Debye length�.

The relevance of the specific screening mechanism on
polarization-switching dynamics depends on the relationship
between the corresponding relaxation time, �S, and voltage
pulse time, �U �i.e., recording time of the domain�. “Fast”
screening mechanisms with �S��U significantly affect the
switching process, whereas the “slow” ones with �S	�U can
be ignored. However, these slow mechanisms can signifi-
cantly affect the domain stability after switching by provid-
ing additional channels for minimizing depolarization en-
ergy.

B. The problem statement

In the ferroelectrics-semiconductor bulk within the linear
approximation the charge density 
 f�r� satisfies the equation

 f�r�
−�0���r� /Rd

2,66 where Rd is Debye screening radius
and �=��11�33 is the effective dielectric constant.68 The po-
tential distribution ��r� is determined by the Poisson equa-
tion with the following boundary conditions for potential and
normal displacement components, Dnext−Dnint=�b�z� on the
domain sidewall �, and Dnext−Dnint=�S on the sample sur-
face z=0:

��0�r� = 0, z � 0,

	�0	r�tip = U, �0�z = 0� = ��z = 0� ,

��0��e
��0

�z
− �33

��

�z
�

z=0
= ��S − PS, �x2 + y2 � r

0, �x2 + y2 � r ,
�

��33
�2

�z2 + �11����r� −
��r�
Rd

2 = 0, z  0,

��33�0� ��int

�n
−

��ext

�n
�

�

= 2PSnz + 	�b	�, ��z = h� = 0.

�2�

The electric field induced by the PFM probe, E=
−���r�, is calculated using an appropriate model for the
probe tip. For domain nucleation and initial growth stages
we use the local point charge model69 that adequately de-
scribes the probe electric field in the immediate vicinity of
the tip-surface junction. For the later growth stages one
could use a more rigorous but complex sphere-plane model,
when the conductive probe apex is considered as a metallic
sphere of radius R0 under the voltage U. Results obtained for
capacitance approximation �point charge at distance R0 from
the surface� were analyzed for comparison. When the elec-
trostatic potential ��r� is determined, the next step is to de-
termine the electrostatic energy ��el=��dv�D ·E
−PS ·E� /2�0 and wall energy �S�r , l� of the domain, as de-
scribed below.

C. Effect of screening on free-energy functional

To determine the thermodynamic parameters of the
switching process including the nucleation bias and equilib-
rium domain geometry, the domain size is calculated for
semi-infinite ferroelectric material using the thermodynamic
formalism developed by Morozovska and Eliseev.70 The free
energy of the semiellipsoidal domain with radius, r, and
length, l, formed below the tip under the action of bias, U, is

��U,r,l� = �U�U,r,l� + �S�r,l� + �D�r,l� . �3�

Typically �U�r , l� has been considered as the domain
polarization interaction energy with tip-induced electric field.
However, the analysis of domain energy necessitates the con-
sideration of the contribution of the surface energy term,
�����ds��S��r�, into �U�r , l�, which depends on the
mechanism of the screening process. Here, two limiting
cases of �i� perfect and �ii� imperfect tip-surface electric con-
tacts are distinguished.

�i� When the transfer of external free charges can cause
the redistribution of ��S, the term ���=0. For in-
stance, free screening charges �S may be located in-
side the plain conducting electrode �Landauer model�
or flattened tip apex that is in direct electric contact
with the sample surface �Fig. 3�a��.

�ii� The charges �S are captured by the sample surface
and separated from the charged tip by the �ultra�thin
dielectric gap excluding direct tip-surface charge
transfer. For the case the term �������S��r� along

114108-4 Morozovska et al. J. Appl. Phys. 102, 114108 �2007�
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with the conventional one ��P�−2� PS��r� should
be included into the electrostatic interaction energy
�Fig. 3�b��.

For these two limiting cases �i� and �ii� we derive Pade
approximation for the interaction energy

�U�r,l� 

RdUCt/�0

�� + �e�Rd + 2��d2 + r2� ���S − 2PS�r2

�r2 + d2 + d

+
��b + 2PS�r2

�r2 + d2 + d + �l/��
� . �4�

Hereinafter ��S=0 for case �i� and ��S=�S+ PS for case
�ii�. The effective value of �b is within the range −2PS

��b�0. Distance d is the effective charge-surface separa-
tion, describing the probe tip electric field �typically d
=1–100 nm�. The distance d is proportional to the tip cur-
vature, R0, and tip apex-sample separation, �R, which is
typically nonzero for case �ii�. �e and �=��33�11 are the
ambient and ferroelectric dielectric permittivities, Ct is the
probe tip effective capacity, and �=��33 /�11 is dielectric an-
isotropy. Under the conditions R0	�R and Rd	R0 the dis-
tance d=�eR0 /� and capacity Ct
2��0��e+��d within the
framework of local point-charge model.55,69 Within the
framework of total point-charge model for a spherical tip
apex of radius R0 that touches the surface, Ct

4��0�eR0���+�e� / ��−�e��ln���e+�� /2�e�, d
2�eR0 ln���e

+�� /2�e� / ��−�e�. Within the framework of capacitance ap-
proximation d=R0+�R
R0 and Ct is the same as for total
point-charge model.

The domain wall surface energy, �S�r , l�, is

�S�r,l� = ��Slr� r

l
+

arcsin �1 − r2/l2

�1 − r2/l2 



�2�Slr

2
�1 +

2�r/l�2

4 + ��r/l�� . �5�

Here we assume that the domain wall thickness is neg-
ligibly small in comparison with domain sizes and the do-
main wall surface energy, �S, is constantly independent of
the wall orientation. In accordance with recent data, the
thickness of domain wall is of the order of several lattice
constants in perovskite ferroelectrics. However, the value �S

discrepancy encountered in literature is very high, e.g.,

1–10 mJ /m2 for BaTiO3 �Ref. 71� and 40–400 mJ /m2 for
LiTaO3.72–74 Hereinafter we consider �S as a fitting param-
eter.

It has been previously shown55 that depolarization field
energy is created by the bulk75 �Landauer contribution� and
the surface charges. For the considered case of tip-induced
nucleation, upper estimation of depolarization field energy
�D�r , l�, is

�D�r,l�

� �4�r3Rdl��PS − �S�2 − 2��b + 2PS��PS − �S�Int�l/�r��
�0�l�3�Rd�� + �e� + 16�r� + 8��Rdr�

+
4�r3Rdl��b + 2PS�2

�0��l�6�Rd + 16r� + 8�Rdr�

��1 +
� − �e

� + �e
Int�2l/�r�� , �6�

where Int���=�0
�3� /4�J1�x� /x�2exp�−�x�dx. Using typical

condition Rd	r �large Debye length�, we obtained the fol-
lowing Pade approximation for depolarization field energy:

�D�r,l� 

��PS − �S�2

2�0��
r2l at l � �r while �D�r,l�



4�PS − �S�2

3�0�� + �e�
r3 at l 	 �r .

D. Thermodynamics of polarization switching

The thermodynamics of the switching process can be
analyzed from the bias dependence of free energy, Eq. �3�.
The dependence of ��r , l� on domain radius r, and length l,
can be represented as a free-energy surface for each value of
U. For small biases, U�US, the free energy is a positively
defined monotonic function of domain sizes, corresponding
to the absence of a stable switched domain. At U=US the
saddle point appears. For biases US�U�Ucr, the local mini-
mum �min�0 arises, corresponding to a metastable domain
of sizes l and r. For U=Ucr, the absolute minimum �min=0
is achieved corresponding to a thermodynamically stable do-
main of sizes lcr and rcr. These correspond to minimal stable
domain size that can be created by PFM. Finally, for U
Ucr, the stable domain of sizes l and r forms.

The metastable or stable minimum point and the coordi-
nate origin are separated by the saddle point �rS , lS�. The
corresponding energy ��rS , lS�=Ea is the activation barrier
for domain nucleation, while domain parameters �rS , lS� rep-
resent the critical nucleus size. This behavior is due to the
finite value of electric field on the surface, precluding nucle-
ation in the zero-bias limit.

The evolution of the free-energy surface with bias, i.e.,
the thermodynamics and kinetics of switching process, is
strongly affected by surface and bulk screening. The free-
energy maps at voltages U=Ucr are shown in Fig. 4 for dif-
ferent screening conditions. Cases �i� and �ii� coincide for
�S=−PS and �b=0 as expected, so Fig. 4�a� is common for
all cases. The scenario in which the screening charges redis-
tribution energy ������S is included into the free energy

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Free screening charges �S located at the surface of
flattened tip apex that is in direct electric contact with the sample surface.
�b� Screening charges �S captured by the sample surface and separated from
the charged tip by the dielectric gap.
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�case �ii�� but the domain sidewall surface screening is ab-
sent ��b�0�, is illustrated in the left column, 1. The central
column, 2, illustrates the scenario in which �b=−�PS+�S�.
Further decrease of �b�−�PS+�S� leads to the appearance
of surface domain state with l→0, since interaction energy
Eq. �4� becomes negative at l=0. In both limiting cases �b

�0 and �b=−�PS+�S� the screening charge density �S con-
trols the domain formation, but case 2 corresponds to the
much smaller critical voltage, domain length, and activation
barrier at the same �S values.

Charge screening ��S� + PS� results in a decrease of the
dragging electrostatic force caused by the charged probe. As
a result the critical voltage, domain length, and activation
barrier increase with surface charge density changing from
−PS to +PS. Remarkably, the free energy is always positive
at �S= + PS and U�0, rendering domain nucleation impos-
sible at �S→PS, since the depolarization energy and domain
wall surface energy are always positive. This analysis illus-
trates that efficient surface screening is a necessary condition
for domain nucleation in PFM, in agreement with studies by
Gerra et al. illustrating the role of electrode interface on
domain nucleation.76

The contour maps of free energy �Eq. �3�� without the
screening charge �S redistribution energy ��� �case �i��,
corresponding to nucleation below the conductive tip or in
the presence of surface electrochemical processes, are pre-
sented in the right column, 3. In contrast to case �ii�, the
critical bias Ucr slightly decreases with �S even at �b=0.
Furthermore, nucleus and critical domain sizes are almost
independent of screening charge density up to �S� +0.9PS

in case �i�.
Shown in Fig. 5 are the activation energy Ea at a critical

voltage Ucr, as well as nucleus and critical domain sizes ob-
tained within the framework of models �i� and �ii� for differ-
ent screening charge densities, �S. The barrier height rapidly
decreases with voltage for all scenarios 1–3 from Fig. 4.
Corresponding voltage dependences of activation barrier Ea

at �S= +0.9PS �solid curves� and �S=−PS �dashed curve� are
presented in Fig. 5. All curves 1–3 coincide for �S=−PS, as
anticipated from Eqs. �3�–�6�. However, the dashed curves
almost coincide with the solid one calculated in model 3 for
�S= +0.9PS, showing that depolarization field contribution is
negligible at growth stage. The latter affects the critical point
as shown in Fig. 5�b�.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Free-energy
map at critical voltage Ucr with in-
crease of screening charge density, �S.
Part �a� corresponds to the domain on-
set at Ucr
1.85 V, �b=0, and �S=
−PS. Left column 1 corresponds to
case �ii� and �b=0 for �b� �S=−0.5PS,
Ucr
3.06 V; �c� �S=0, Ucr=6.13 V;
and �d� �S= +0.9PS, Ucr=471 V. Cen-
tral column 2 corresponds to case �ii�
and �b=−�PS+�S� for �e� �S=−0.5PS,
Ucr
1.90 V; �f� �S=0, Ucr
2.09 V;
and �g� �S= +0.9PS, Ucr=12.80 V.
Right column 3 corresponds to case �i�
and �b=0 for �h� �S=−0.5PS, Ucr


1.61 V; �i� �S=0, Ucr
1.44 V; and
�j� �S= +0.9PS, Ucr=1.38 V. Figures
near the contours are free-energy val-
ues in kBT. Triangles denote saddle
point �nuclei sizes�. Material param-
eters are PS
0.5 C /m2, domain wall
surface energy �S
50 mJ /m2, �
=507, �
1, and Rd
500 nm corre-
spond to PZT-6B ceramics; effective
distance d
8 nm.
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At �S=−PS, the activation barrier for nucleation at the
onset of domain stability U=Ucr is minimal �about 200kBT�
and the corresponding value is close for all considered cases
�see curves 1–3�. It increases up to 105kBT for �S→ + PS

along with the critical voltage for case �ii� and �b=0 �see
curve 1 in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b��. The reason is the rapid in-
crease of nucleus and critical lengths under the charge den-
sity �S increase from −PS to +PS �see Figs. 5�c� and 5�d��.

The kinetics of domain nucleation can be analyzed in the
framework of reaction rate theory77 assuming that the char-
acteristic time for nucleation is �=�0 exp�Ea /kBT�. For typi-
cal attempt time �0=10−12 s, the thermal activation of do-
main nucleation in the PFM experiment requires an
activation barrier below 20kBT ���10−3 s�, which is impos-
sible at U
Ucr for all cases 1–3. For chosen material param-
eters the domains could either originate at higher voltages in
the perfect ferroelectric sample �as anticipated from Fig. 6, at
5–10 V for �S=−PS or good surface screening, case �i�, in-
dependently of the �S value�, or nucleation must be defect

related. Note that significantly lower barriers correspond to
BaTiO3 and Rochelle salt, allowing for the lower values of
surface energy ��S
5 mJ /m2 and �S
0.06 mJ /m2, respec-
tively�.

For local point-charge model, for Rd	r, rcr�2d, and
rcr�2lcr, expected to be valid at the onset of domain forma-
tion, we derived approximate analytical expressions for the
critical voltage Ucr, minimal stable sizes rcr and lcr, and equi-
librium size voltage dependence as follows:

Ucr 

4��� + �e�Rd + 2�d�

�2PS − ��S��� + �e�Rd

��PS − �S�2d

3�0�� + �e�
�S� , �7�

lcr�Ucr� 
 2�d, rcr�Ucr� 

��3�0��� + �e��Sd

2�PS − �S�
, �8�

r�U� 
 rcr�1 + 2� 2d

3rcr
� U

Ucr
− 1� ,

l�U� 
 lcr�1 + 2�2d

rcr
� U

Ucr
− 1� . �9�

As before, ��S=0 for case �i� and ��S=�S+ PS for case �ii�.
In accordance with Fig. 5 the condition rcr�2d is valid for
curve 2 for −PS��S�0 and for curve 3 at all values −PS

��S� PS. Equations �7�–�9� thus define the parameters of
the thermodynamically stable domains �i.e., minimum on a
free-energy surface�.

The barrier height and nucleus sizes �i.e., the saddle
point on the free-energy surface� decrease with voltage in-
crease as rS�U−1, lS�U−2, and Ea�U−3. Approximate ex-
pressions for critical and nucleus parameters are in good
qualitative agreement with numerical calculations presented
by curves 2 and 3 in Figs. 5 and 6.

This analysis illustrates that the tip-surface electric con-
tact conditions and surface screening provide critical influ-
ence on the thermodynamics of polarization switching in
PFM. Specifically we obtain the following.

�a� For good tip-surface contact �nucleating domain size is
smaller than tip-surface contact radius� or in the pres-
ence of efficient screening mechanisms �e.g., due to
surface conductive layer or electrochemical reactions�
the process is expected to be independent of the details
of screening mechanism.

�b� Under the typical condition of imperfect tip-surface di-
electric contact �e.g., the tip apex-sample spatial sepa-
ration �R�0�, variation of ambient medium from air
to vacuum or inert gas, distilled water, electrolyte, and
some chemically inert liquid dielectric can provide in-
sight into surface screening effects. In particular, the
dependence of critical voltage Ucr values over ambient
conditions could clarify the surface screening influ-
ence. Remarkably, recent studies by Xue et al.78 have
demonstrated that values of Ucr on +Z and −Z cuts of
LiNbO3 or LiTaO3 crystals �placed in argon ambient�
differ by a factor of 2, illustrating the effect of surface
state on switching mechanism.

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Activation energy Ea calculated at critical voltage
Ucr shown in part �b�; domain nucleus and critical radius �c� and length �d�
vs surface charge density �S calculated for PZT-6B. Material parameters and
curves 1–3 description are given in caption to Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Log plot of activation barrier Ea voltage depen-
dence at �S= +0.9PS �solid curves 1–3� in comparison with the case �S=
−PS, �b=0 �dashed curve�. �b� Linear plot shows curve 3 at �S= +0.9PS for
small voltages. Material parameters and curves 1–3 description are given in
caption to Fig. 3.
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IV. MODELING OF PIEZOELECTRIC RESPONSE

The analysis in Sec. III describes the domain evolution
with bias, i.e., establishes the relationship between domain
parameters and tip bias. To calculate the shape of the PFM
hysteresis loop, the geometric parameters of the domain, i.e.,
length, l, and radius, r, must be related to the measured PFM
signal. This relationship, once established, will be equally
applicable to the thermodynamic theory developed in Sec.
III, the kinetic theory developed by Molotskii and
Shvebelman,75,79 and for data analysis in the PFM experi-
ment.

To establish the relationship between domain parameters
and the PFM signal, we utilize the decoupled Green’s func-
tion theory by Felten et al.80 This approach is based on �1�
the calculation of the electric field for rigid dielectric, �2� the
calculation of the stress field using constitutive relations for
piezoelectric materials, and �3� the calculation of the me-
chanical displacement field using Green’s function for non-
piezoelectric elastic body. For transversally isotropic mate-
rial, the tip-induced electric field can be determined using
simple image charge models. For the spherical part of the tip
apex, the solution is rigorous, while for the conical part of
the tip an approximate line-charge model can be used.81,82

Here, we develop the approximate expressions for piezore-
sponse of the initial and intermediate �cylindrical and nested
cylindrical� domains for the finite Debye length of ferroelec-
tric semiconductor.

A. Piezoresponse in the initial state with finite
screening

In the decoupling approximation for transversally isotro-
pic piezoelectric and dielectric material in the limit of weak
elastic anisotropy and with finite bulk Debye length, the
voltage-dependent surface displacement in the initial state
is83

u3�0� = VQ�d31f1��,Rd� + d15f2��,Rd� + d33f3��,Rd�� .

�10�

Here VQ is the electrostatic potential at the sample surface
just below the tip, and dij are piezoelectric tensor coeffi-
cients. Functions f i�� ,Rd� depend on the dielectric aniso-
tropy �, Poisson ratio �, screening radius Rd, and effective
point charge separation d from the surface. Depending on the
ratio d /2Rd the following approximate expressions are de-
rived:

f3��,Rd� 
 −
2��1 + �d/2Rd�2 + 1 + �d/2Rd�2

��1 + �d/2Rd�2 + ��2
, �11�

f2��,Rd� 
 −
�2

��1 + �d/2Rd�2 + ��2
, �12�

f1��,Rd� 
 −
2���1 + �d/2Rd�2 + �1 + 2���1 + �d/2Rd�2�

��1 + �d/2Rd�2 + ��2
.

�13�

The functions f i�� ,Rd� saturate at Rd /d→� �see Appen-
dix C in Ref. 83�. The saturation values f i��� correspond to
the case of perfect dielectric and are given by Eqs. �11�–�13�.
They define the PFM response in the initial and final states of
switching process.84,85

The PFM response d33
eff=u3�0� /VQ versus the ratio Rd /d

is presented in Fig. 7. Note that the finite Debye length of the
material, i.e., the conductivity, reduces the electromechanical
response. The response does not become zero at Rd /d→0,
due to the finiteness of the electric field; however, relative
contributions of piezoelectric constants to overall response
change.

Experimentally, PFM images are often obtained for ma-
terials with large leakage and semiconductive perovskites
such as BaTiO3 termistors, or piezoelectric semiconductors
such as III-V nitrides and ZnO. The practical limitation for
PFM measurements in conductive materials is thus potential
drops in the tip-surface junction due to the finite conductivity
and, at high current densities, thermal degradation of tip and
surface materials.

B. Piezoresponse in the intermediate states

For the intermediate state of the switching process, i.e.,
ferroelectric domain in the matrix with antiparallel polariza-
tion orientation, Eq. �10� can be rewritten as

u3
i = VQ�d31g1��,Rd,r,l� + d15g2��,Rd,r,l�

+ d33g3��,Rd,r,l�� , �14a�

gi��,Rd,r,l� = f i��,Rd� − 2wi��,Rd,r,l� . �14b�

Functions wi=0 in the initial and wi= f i in the final state
of the switching process. For perfect dielectric Rd→�, the
functions wi�� ,� ,Rd ,r , l��wi

��r , l ,d� are dependent prima-
rily on the domain sizes r and l and effective charge-surface
separation d. Note that in a typical PFM experiment the do-
mains are elongated, l	r, while the tip-induced electric field
is concentrated in the near-surface region. Hence, domain
shape can often be approximated as a semi-infinite cylinder.
For arbitrary rotationally invariant domain shape, the integral
expressions for wi

��r , l ,d� are listed in Ref. 55.

FIG. 7. �Color online� PFM response of the initial state d33
eff vs the ratio Rd /d

for �=0.35, �=1 for ferroelectrics PbTiO3, PZT-6B, and BaTiO3.
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For more complex tip geometries and Rd→�, Eqs. �14a�
and �14b� could be summed over corresponding image
charge series to yield the response for tips with complex
geometries. For ferroelectric-semiconductor with finite De-
bye screening radius, Rd, the functions wi�� ,Rd ,r , l� have the
form of extremely cumbersome irreducible threefold inte-
grals that should be evaluated numerically. Here we derive
closed-form expressions for the particular case of a cylindri-
cal domain or a prolate semiellipsoid �r� l�. In this case, the
functions wi are almost independent of the domain length
and can be approximated as

w3��,Rd,r� 

f3��,Rd��1 + �d/Rd�2�r/d�

�1 + �d/Rd�2�r/d� + B3���/	f3��,Rd�	
, �15�

w2��,Rd,r� 

f2��,Rd���1 + �d/Rd�2�3�r/d�

��1 + �d/Rd�2�3�r/d� + B2���/	f2��,Rd�	
,

�16�

w1��,Rd,r� 
 �1 + 2��w3��,Rd,r�

−
2�1 + ��

�
�1 + � d

2Rd
2

w2��,Rd,r� . �17�

The constants Bi��� depend solely on the dielectric aniso-
tropy of material and are given in Ref. 86, e.g., B1�1�
=� /16 and B3�1�=B2�1�=3� /32. For large domain sizes,
the response �Eqs. �15�–�17�� in the intermediate states satu-
rates as d /r for Rd→� �perfect dielectric�, whereas for finite
Debye radii the saturation is faster and the response scales as
Rdd /r2.

Effective piezoresponse in the intermediate state of the
switching process and the corresponding domain radius and
length voltage dependence are shown in Fig. 8 for different
Rd. It is clear from Figs. 8�b� and 8�c� that the domain sizes
decrease with decreasing Rd. Despite this, the piezoresponse
saturates much more quickly at small values Rd�10 nm than
at large ones Rd103 nm.

The reason for the faster response saturation is that the
tip potential quickly vanishes for small Rd leading to a strong
decrease of the PFM response region �Rmax,hmax�. The space
outside the region �Rmax,hmax� is invisible to PFM, so when
the domain radius reaches Rmax and height acquires hmax,
respectively, the response almost saturates.

Note that materials such as perfect BiFeO3, LiNbO3,
LiTaO3, or BaTiO3 crystals typically possess Rd�1 �m,
while the slightly doped or defect ones have Rd�100 nm.
Thus the Debye screening effect on the nanodomain nucle-
ation and early stages of radial growth is expected to be
relatively weak. However, it will significantly affect the ver-
tical domain growth �since l	Rd is possible� and lateral size
saturation at high voltages, resulting in self-limiting behavior
due to tip field screening.

C. Modeling loop shape in weakly pinned limit

In this section we analyze the shape of piezoresponse
loop for lead zirconate titanate �PZT� in the weak pinning
limit. To calculate the thermodynamic hysteresis loop shape
from the bias dependence of the domain size, we assume that
the domain evolution follows the equilibrium domain size on
the forward branch of the hysteresis loop �see Fig. 2�c��.
Corresponding piezoelectric loops calculated using thermo-
dynamic parameters derived in Sec. III are shown in Figs. 9
and 10. The initial domain nucleation occurs at UUcr �path
12�. Then domain sizes increase under the further voltage
increase �path 23�. On the reverse branch of the hysteresis
loop, the domain does not shrink. Rather, the domain wall is
pinned by the lattice and defect �path 34�.42 The inverted
domain appeared only at U�−Ucr �path 45�. A sufficiently
‘big” domain acts as a matrix for the inverted one, appearing
just below the tip at U�−Ucr �paths 45 and 56�. The inverted
domain size increases with further voltage decrease �path
56�. At point 6, the domain walls annihilate and the system
returns to the initial state �path 61�. We refer to the scenario

FIG. 8. �Color online� Effective piezo-
response �a� in the intermediate state
of switching process and correspond-
ing domain radius �b� and length �c�
voltage dependence at different Rd ra-
dii: � �curve 1�, 500 nm �curve 2�,
50 nm �curve 3�, and 5 nm �curve 4�.
Dashed curves denote piezoresponse
saturation values. Material parameters:
R0=50 nm, �e=81, others correspond
to Fig. 3, and �S=−PS.
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in which the domain size closely follows the thermodynamic
model on forward bias, and domain wall does not move on
reverse bias, due to weak pinning.

Note that for unsaturated response the loops possess in-
trinsic vertical asymmetry �downward shift� even in the ab-
sence of the regions with frozen polarization. This follows
from the fact that the response of the nested domains �path
56� differs from the single one �paths 1–3�. Domain walls
annihilate in point 6, then response coincides with the one
from the initial state �paths 4–0�. The loop vertical asymme-
try decreases under the maximal voltage increase, namely,

the loop 1-2-3-4-5-6 that corresponds to the maximal voltage
of 10 V is strongly asymmetrical, whereas the loop
1-2-3-4�-5�-6 that corresponds to the maximal voltage of
103 V becomes almost symmetrical.

The influence of Debye screening radius Rd on piezo-
electric response is shown in Fig. 10. Despite the decrease of
equilibrium domain sizes the piezoresponse saturates much
more quickly at small Rd values �about 30 V for Rd=5 nm�
than at big ones �about 1 kV for Rd=500 nm�. This effect is
due to the quick vanishing of the tip potential at small Rd

radii �see Sec. IV B�.
To summarize, the effects of domain surface screening

and bulk Debye screening on piezoresponse loop shape, co-
ercive voltage, and saturation rate are the following.

�a� The surface screening strongly influences the domain
nucleation and initial growth stages. The coercive volt-
age �loop width� and nucleation voltages are controlled
by �S value �see Sec. III�. At the same time, piezore-
sponse weakly depends on �S at high voltages, i.e.,
surface screening does not affect the saturation law.

�b� The Debye screening radius Rd strongly influences the
piezoresponse at high voltages and thus determines the
saturation law �i.e., high-voltage tails of hysteresis
loop�, whereas nucleation voltage depends on Rd rela-
tively weakly.

Thus, the effect of surface and Debye screening on pi-
ezoresponse loop shape is complementary with respect to
nucleation and loop saturation behavior.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Shown in Fig. 11�a� is the typical hysteresis loops ob-
tained from a multiferroic bismuth ferrite 240 nm thick epi-
taxial film. Symbols are experimental saturated hysteresis
loops for three different maximal voltages Umax=5,10, 15 V.
Note the presence of hysteretic �forward and reverse
branches are different� and saturated �forward and reverse
branches saturate� parts of the loop. The nucleation event is
clearly visible. Below the nucleation bias �Umax�5 V�, the
switching does not proceed, while above nucleation bias the
loop opens up. The vertical asymmetry of the loops �bias
dependent downward shift� is explained in Fig. 11�b� �see
also Fig. 9�, evidencing the role of pinning on the switching
process.

Dashed loops in Fig. 11�a� were calculated from Eqs.
�7�–�9� at ��S=�S+ PS and Eq. �14� for the prolate domain
with l	r at BiFeO3 material parameters: polarization PS


0.51 C /m2, effective dielectric constant �=85, anisotropy
�
1, and piezoelectric coefficients d33=26 pm /V, d31=
−12 pm /V, and d15=4 pm /V.87 At voltages U�10 V theo-
retical hysteresis loops saturate much more slowly in com-
parison with experimental ones.

Shown in Fig. 11�c� is domain radius versus applied
voltage. Symbols correspond to the deconvolution of experi-
mental loops �a� based on Eqs. �14a� and �14b� for the pro-
late domain with l	r, namely,

FIG. 9. �Color online� Piezoelectric response as the function of applied
voltage for PZT-6B at different maximal voltages 10, 25, 40, 100, 200, and
103 V. Solid curves �a� represent local point-charge approximation of the
tip; almost the same dotted ones �b� correspond to the exact series for
sphere-tip interaction energy. Material parameters and tip-surface character-
istics are given in Fig. 3; d33=74.94 pm /V, d31=−28.67 pm /V, and d15

=135.59 pm /V, �S=−PS.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Piezoelectric response as the function of applied
voltage at different Rd radii: 500 nm �curve 1�, 50 nm �curve 2� and 5 nm
�curve 3�. Point-charge model with R0=50 nm, material parameters corre-
sponding to PZT-6B and �S=−PS.
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d33
eff�r� 
 − �3

4
d33 +

1 + 4�

4
d31�d − 8r

�d + 8r
−

d15

4

3�d − 8r

3�d + 8r
.

�18�

Theoretical curves were calculated from Eqs. �7�–�9� for dif-
ferent Rd values, with all other BiFeO3 material parameters
being the same.

Effective charge-surface separation d
30 nm was ob-
tained from the tip calibration procedure based on domain
wall profile fitting and described in detail in Ref. 88. In ac-
cordance with relation d=�eR0 /� valid in effective point-
charge model, the value d
30 nm corresponds to the ambi-
ent dielectric constant �e=51 at tip nominal curvature R0

=50 nm. Then the domain wall surface energy �S


200 mJ /m2, surface charge density �S
 +0.6PS, and
screening radius Rd
100 nm were chosen to fit the experi-
mental nucleation voltage 7.5 V, piezoresponse curves tilt at
small voltages, and critical domain radius 20 nm obtained
from piezoresponse loop deconvolution �see Figs. 11�a� and
11�c��. It is clear from Fig. 11�c� that estimation Rd


100–200 nm corresponds to the best fitting of experimen-

tal data. This value is in agreement with the estimation Rd


0.1–1 �m from the formulaes Rd=��11�0kBT / �e2nd� �T is
absolute temperature and kB is Boltzmann’s constant�, using
permittivity �11=70 obtained from independent dielectric
measurements and carrier concentration nd�1014

–1016 cm−3 extracted from the conductivity measurements of
the same bismuth ferrite �BFO� films at room temperature.89

Note that in most cases, the bias required for nucleation
is of the order of 5–20 V. Similar hysteresis loops are ob-
served for other ferroelectric materials, including PZT,44

strontium-bismuth titanate �SBT�,37,45 etc.

VI. DISCUSSION

In further discussion of the agreement between theoreti-
cal and experimental results, we focus on two aspects,
namely, �I� nucleation bias and �II� overall loop shape.

Experimentally measured values of nucleation bias are
determined by the activation energy for nucleation that de-
creases rapidly with applied bias. For experimentally mea-
sured values of 5–10 V the radius of critical nucleus and
corresponding activation energies are of the order of
1–0.5 nm and 0.25–0.5 eV, respectively, within the local
point-charge model framework. The corresponding nucle-
ation times are �=2–2�10−5 s, making thermally activated
thermodynamic nucleation feasible even on ideal surface in
the absence of defects.

The most remarkable feature of the theoretical hysteresis
loops in the weak pinning regime is that they are predicted to
be extremely narrow and saturate rather slowly in ferroelec-
trics with large Debye lengths �Rd /r	1�. This behavior fol-
lows from the 1 /r dependence of Green’s function in 3D
case, implying that the PFM signal will saturate to 90% of its
final value when the domain diameter achieves ten times the
characteristic tip size �i.e., charge-surface separation in the
point-charge model, or tip radius in the sphere-plane one�.

Note that in an elegant study by Kholkin et al.30 domains
imaged at different stages of the hysteresis loop illustrate that
saturation is achieved only for domains of order of
200–300 nm, well above the tip size that can be estimated
from the spatial resolution as �20–30 nm.

Experimentally obtained hysteresis loops nearly always
demonstrate much faster saturation than the loops predicted
from thermodynamic theory �compare symbols and dashed
curves in Fig. 11�a��. This behavior can be ascribed to sev-
eral possible mechanisms, including �a� delayed domain
nucleation �compared to thermodynamic model� due to poor
tip-surface contact that leads to rapid jump from initial to
final state, �b� finite conductivity and faster decay of electro-
static fields in the material, �c� kinetic effects on domain wall
motion, and �d� surface screening and charge injection ef-
fects.

�a� Delayed nucleation. The activation barrier for nucle-
ation is extremely sensitive to maximal electric field in
the tip-surface junction region, which can be signifi-
cantly reduced by surface adsorbates, quantum effects
due to finite Thomas-Fermi length in tip material, po-
larization suppression at surfaces, etc. These factors are
significantly less important for determining the fields at

FIG. 11. �Color online� �a� Typical piezoresponse loops obtained for epitax-
ial 200 nm thick BiFeO3 film �sample courtesy of T. Zhao and R. Ramesh,
UC Berkeley�. Joined together down triangles, squares, and up triangles are
experimental data for the three different maximal voltages Umax

=5,10,15 V. Corresponding solid curves were calculated for BiFeO3 mate-
rial parameters, effective charge-surface separation d
30 nm, and fitting
parameters Rd�100 nm, �S
200 mJ /m2, �e=51, and �S=0.6PS. �b� Sche-
matics explaining piezoresponse loops asymmetry. �c� Domain radius via
applied voltage: symbols correspond to the deconvolution of loops �a� from
Eqs. �14a� and �14b�; solid, dashed, dash-dotted, and dotted curves were
calculated from Eqs. �7�–�9� for BiFeO3 material with different Rd values
listed near the curves.
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larger separation from contact, and hence affect prima-
rily domain nucleation, rather than subsequent domain
wall motion. This effect will result in sudden onset of
switching, increasing the nucleation bias and rendering
the loop squarer �see Fig. 12�.

�b� Conductivity and finite Debye length. The second pos-
sible explanation for the observed behavior is finite
conductivity of the sample and/or surrounding medium.
In this case, screening by free carriers will result in
crossover from power law to exponential decay of elec-
trostatic fields on the depth comparable to the Debye
length. This was shown to result in self-limiting effect
in domain growth.26,70 Given that in most materials
studied to date Debye lengths are of the order of mi-
crons, this explanation cannot universally account for
experimental observation.

�c� Domain wall motion kinetics. In realistic material, do-
main growth will be affected by the kinetics of domain
wall motion. In the weak pinning regime, the domain
size is close to the thermodynamically predicted, while
in kinetic �strong pinning� regime the domain is signifi-
cantly smaller. Both domain length and radius will
grow slower than predicted by thermodynamic model.
The pinning is likely to broaden hysteresis loop com-
pared to thermodynamic shape.

�d� Surface conductivity effect. The presence of extrinsic
conductive water layer can significantly affect electric
conditions on the ferroelectric surface. The surface
charging due to lateral diffusion of charged species can
result in rapid broadening of the domain in radial di-
rection, i.e., electrical radius of tip-surface contact
grows with time. Given that only the part of the surface
in contact with the tip results in cantilever deflection
�i.e., electrical radius is much larger than mechanical
radius�, this will result in rapid saturation of the hys-
teresis loop.

To summarize, the existing data suggest that experimen-
tal results and theoretical models can be reconciled only if
the radius of electrical contact is significantly larger than the
radius of mechanical contact. Also we could expect that pi-
ezoresponse hysteresis loop shape �nucleation bias and satu-

ration rate� is dependent upon ambient humidity or surface
charges migration ubiquitous on oxide surfaces. Possible de-
pendence of critical voltage Ucr values over ambient condi-
tions between the probe apex and sample surface �surface
orientation with respect to the crystallographic axes, vacuum
or inert gas, distilled water, electrolyte, and some chemically
inert liquid dielectric� could clarify the surface screening in-
fluence. Thus, further purposeful experimental justification
of the prediction and detailed quantitative study is desirable.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The hysteresis loop formation mechanism in PFM is
analyzed in detail. The role of surface charges and finite
Debye length on the thermodynamics of the switching pro-
cess is elucidated. The general formalism relating parameters
of domain to PFM signal is developed. This analysis is gen-
eral and is applicable for modeling of arbitrary switching
mechanisms, as well as for quantitative interpretation of PFS
data. We demonstrated that the effects of surface charges and
Debye screening on piezoresponse loop are complementary
with respect to domain nucleation and loop saturation behav-
ior as follows.

�a� Surface screening charges strongly influence the do-
main nucleation and initial stage of growth, whereas
affect the high-voltage tail of hysteresis loop only
weakly.

�b� The value of Debye screening radius strongly influ-
ences the piezoresponse behavior at high voltages and
so determines the saturation law, whereas nucleation
voltage is affected relatively weakly.

Comparison with experimental data indicates that ex-
perimental hysteresis loops saturate much faster than pre-
dicted by thermodynamic theory. The possible factors ex-
plaining this behavior, including domain wall pinning, finite
conductivity, delayed nucleation, and surface charging, are
considered. Based on the comparison of experimental data
and theoretical prediction, we believe that polarization-
switching processes are strongly mediated by the diffusion of
surface charges generated in the tip-surface contact area. Sur-
face charging increases the area of electrical contact, result-
ing in faster loop saturation, and also can account for experi-
mentally observed logarithmic domain growth kinetics �e.g.,
observed for two-dimensional �2D� diffusion of molecular
species on surfaces�.90 In this mechanism, the domain size
effectively follows the 2D screening charge patch. Due to
different time scales, the charges are unlikely to affect PFM
imaging.

Finally, the analysis developed in this paper can be fur-
ther extended for the description of polarization switching in
the vicinity of the defects and local switching centers. The
defect-induced lowering of the activation energy for domain
nucleation can be directly determined from the local nucle-
ation bias, and corresponding defect parameters can be de-
termined using the mathematical formalism above.

FIG. 12. �Color online� �a� Delayed nucleation will result in the broadening
of the low-bias part of the hysteresis loop, effectively resulting in faster
saturation. �b� The presence of the conductive water meniscus at the tip-
surface junction effectively broadens the radius of electrical tip-surface con-
tact, while mechanical contact remains unaffected.
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